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Third Place, 2012 Dear George Washington Contest 
Jackson Davis, Fifth Grade 
Ravenscroft School 
 
Jacques Lafayette is a 32 year old French diplomat that was a soldier in the group of French soldiers who 
came to the American colonies to aid colonists in the Revolutionary War. 
 
Dear Mr. Washington,  
 
 My name is Jacques Lafayette, I am a French diplomat, and I fought alongside you in your 
country’s revolution. I am asking of you how will you prevent another war? Sir I am certain that once 
England’s military recovers from the war that their king will give the order to attack. As a French citizen 
it seriously concerns me that if they attack your country again you will ask us to aid you. If you do ask 
France and we accept it would leave us vulnerable and Spain would probably take it as an opportunity to 
attack France. To avoid this from happening and possibly both of our countries being taken over I advise 
you to immediately start building a strong military. To being doing this first you should build forts along 
your coast and near Spanish settlements just in case they attack. Next I advise you to send recruiters to 
every part of your country’s territory. Also you should establish a navy and equip it to be able to fight 
with other major navies in the world and so you can send troops to allies when they need military 
support. Another thought of mine is that you should equip your troops with sufficient rations and plenty 
of weapons (to get weapons and clothing for your soldiers you also need to establish plenty of factories 
all over your country). Finally I believe you must provide excellent training for your men, which can be 
accomplished by hiring several Prussian soldiers to serve as instructors. 
 

Sincerely,  
 

Jacques Lafayette 
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